
Advisors can be both energized and exhausted by 

high-achieving (HA) students. HA students do not 

always require as much explanation of policy or 

discussion of back up degree planning. That said, 

they do sometimes present advisors with other 

unique challenges that require us to be flexible in 

our practice and develop strong referral networks. 

"Helping students plan, set goals, and make key 

decisions about their future [can be] a major focus" 

of advising appointments with high-achieving 

students (Johnson, Walther, & Medley, 2018). Many 

of the students who present in our office as 'having 

it all together' academically are still looking at how 

they can do more with their time at our institutions. 

Enter nationally-competitive award 

advisement! 
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STEM Fields

Goldwater

➢Recognizes outstanding commitment to a  

research career for 2nd and 3rd year undergrads

DAAD-RISE

➢Laboratory research in Germany for 2nd and 3rd

year undergrads

Udall

➢Two awards: (1) commitment to environment 

and (2) commitment to positive outcomes in 

tribal policy for healthcare and governance

NOAA Hollings

➢Provides two years of tuition support, 

conference travel, and a summer research 

internship at a NOAA site

Graduate School Bound

Rhodes

➢Funds graduate study at Oxford

Marshall

➢Funds graduate study in the UK for 2 years

Mitchell

➢Funds graduate study in Ireland & North Ireland

Knight-Hennessey

➢Funds graduate and professional school at

Stanford University

➢Scholars also conduct service trips domestically 

and abroad

Soros for New Americans

➢Funds “New Americans” generously to pursue 

graduate and professional study in the U.S.

Public Service

Truman

➢Provides funding support for graduate and 

professional school to those interested in a 

career in public service

➢Ideal for 3rd year undergrads active in

community service, campus involvement,

leadership, and/or government

Udall

➢Two awards: (1) commitment to environment 

and (2) commitment to positive outcomes in 

tribal policy for healthcare and governance

Rangel & Pickering

➢Prepares individuals for careers in the foreign 

service through generous funding for graduate 

school and mentorship from a current FSO

➢Two internships: (1) Capitol Hill or State 

Department and (2) U.S. Embassy/Consulate

abroad

Study Abroad/Language Learning

Boren

➢Funds long-term study abroad for less

commonly-taught language study in regions of

the world underrepresented in study abroad

➢Requires 1 year commitment of working in

federal government upon graduation

Gilman

➢Funds study abroad for Pell Grant students

Critical Language Scholarship

➢Funds summer abroad for students interested in

one of 15 languages critical to U.S. interests

➢Includes language immersion, as well as 

cultural excursions and activities

Graduate Students

Mellon

➢Humanities & social sciences

➢Dissertation completion

➢Field research, domestic and abroad

Ford Foundation

➢Increase racial and ethnic diversity among PhDs

➢Predoctoral, dissertation, and postdoctoral

American Association of University Women (AAUW)

➢Dissertation completion

➢Career change support

There are four common means of award evaluation, 

and advisors can play a role in helping students 

develop and cultivate themselves in all four areas:

• Academic record

• Letters of Recommendation

• Co-curricular activities

• Self-reflection (personal statement)

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program sends grantees 

to 140+ countries around the globe every year to 

carry out a variety of activities. Any U.S. citizen who 

has a Bachelor’s degree, but not yet a terminal 

degree, is eligible to apply.

• English teaching

• Graduate enrollment

• Community organization development/projects

• Research


